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Silvia Casini, Raffaella Fenoglio & Francesco Pasqua

50 SHADES OF COFFEE
All the Secrets Behind the Most Loved
Beverage in the World

Keynote
Whether you take your espresso black or prefer a caramel
macchiato, if you love coffee, you’ll love everything about this
book.
Description
As the ultimate guide to this iconic drink, 50 Shades of Coffee
is the book to keep in your kitchen: you can read it in the morning
while you drink your first cup or find inspiration for a special recipe during the day. 50 fun facts, 50 ways to order it, 50 quotes,
50 unexpected secrets... add infographics, interviews and its pop
tone and illustrations, and you get the perfect blend.

Genre: handbook, illustrated guide,
cookbook, lifestyle
Territory: world
Price: 19.90€
Pages: 256 (full-color)
Size: 15x21 cm - 6x8.2 inches
Format: hardcover, illustrated
ISBN-13: 978 88 7224 138 7

Selling points

^ The book features 50 «moods» that combine a recipe with coffee (savory too!) with a song and a movie, to enjoy the experience
with all senses.

^ Infographics gather and convey data about different aspects of
coffee in a fun, colorful way.

^ The format of the book, elegant but pop, and the variety of topics covered make it the perfect gift for yourself or a loved one.

Author’s biography
Silvia Casini is a writer and screenwriter, working between publishing and
cinema. She has always been a coffee lover and created all her characters
with a cup in her hand.
Raffaella Fenoglio is a writer and foodblogger. She takes her coffee without
sugar.
Francesco Pasqua is a writer, screenwriter and editor. He is a coffee addict,
but only drinks it black.
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Finally, the bible for all the coffee
lovers in the world!

Carla Tomasini

WEANING IS YOURS!
Practical handbook to your child’s baby-led weaning
Keynote
Weaning can be the scariest phase for a parent, but it’s
actually simpler than it seems. We only have to engage our
children into meals, to let them watch us and accomodate
their behavior. They’ll let us know what they need.
Description
A practical and engaging handbook that answers every common question about weaning that might be worrying new parents.
A fresh and effective approach to get through a worrysome phase,
to enjoy meals and grow together. Weaning doesn’t belong to the
pediatrician, to the nutritionist, to the influencer or to your neighbor
telling you what to do: Weaning is Yours!
Parents and children can take this important step together with
confidence, this book will guide them in the discovery of eating well
and safely.

Genre: handbook, nutrition, childcare
Territory: world
Price: 18.00€
Pages: 184, colored
Size: 14 x 21 cm - 5,5 x 8,2 inches
Format: paperback
ISBN-13: 978 88 7224 123 3

Selling points

^ The «safe cuts» photographic atlas, clear pictures showing how
to cut over 100 different foods to make them safe for the child to
eat and avoid waste.

^

Carla is a true authority in weaning and child nutrition, she reassures parents in the clearest way and clarifies any doubt they might
have.

^

This book’s approach is extremely practical, well supported by
technical and scientific evidence, then made simple by a familiar
style.

Author biography
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Carla Tomasini (aka Pediatrician Carla) is an Italian ambulatory pediatrician. She
always got top marks in her formation: after a degree in Medicine, she specialized
in Pediatrics and Childcare at the University of Granada and later took a master’s
in Nutrition at the Polytechnic University of Marche. She is an authority in pediatrics, a member of the scientific committee for the prevention from technological
addiction and of the Academy of Rescue and Resuscitation. She promotes the
respect of parenthood through childbirth, breast-feeding and weaning and helps
families through her website and her Instagram account (@pediatracarla).
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Silvia Goggi

MY FAMILY EATS GREEN
Keynote
Healthy eating is not boring, expensive and time-consuming.
Learning about nutrients, planning meals for the week and
grocery shopping are as important as cooking itself and they
can help families bond and grow healthier together.
Description
With scientific and medical suggestions, the first part of this
handbook provides easy tips and explanations to build a simple
but strong family food culture, easy to get used to.
It is followed by more than 200 recipes divided by age (0-17),
season and week, tips and fun facts to guide parents towards
healthy choices for their children, from the shelf to the table.
Detailed and well-written by a real expert on the matter, My
Family Eats Green is the perfect book for parents struggling to
find original ideas that combine fun and healthy.
Genre: handbook, cookbook
Territory: world
Price: 19.00€
Pages: 320 + 32 pages full color insert

Selling points
^ Thanks to her medical background, Silvia Goggi is an expert
on the matter but she is also a mother and a well-known figure
on social media: all these sides make her the best person to
speak about plant-based diets in a fresh and catchy way.

^ More than 200 recipes and suggestions are a concrete help

Size: 14x21cm - 5.5x10 inches

for families willing to find new ideas, but explanation on nutrients and medical advice can help build a strong basis that
will easily become natural.

Format: softcover with flaps
ISBN-13: 978 88 7224 050 2

^ The color insert helps to visualize recipes and makes dishes inviting to try.

5 editions
More than 10.000 copies sold!
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Press review
«How to best plan a veg diet without making mistakes».
Corriere della Sera
Author biography
Silvia Goggi is a practitioner in Nutritional Science, co-authoress of the international guidelines for plant-based diet planning. She is member of the Scientific vegetarian nutrition society, takes part, especially as expert on childhood nutrition, in
many radio and TV programs. She is followed by thousands of people on her social
media accounts, through which she helps thousands of parents in taking the best
daily dietary decisions for their kids health.

Foreign rights
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Veronica Pacella

FIND YOUR ENERGY
Cleansing as a lifestyle

Keynote
Feeling tired, worn out and numb? Turn to your body, it already
has all it needs! Cleansing can help you release the stress
you build up daily and reinvigorate your everyday life.

Description
With a clear and practical approach to cleansing, Find your
energy is the perfect start to a healthier and more conscious
lifestyle. Divided into three sections, explaining how the body
creates energy and how it serves as our engine, painting a picture of the world of detox through healthy foods and suggesting easy menus and recipes to put everything into practice,
this handbook is a great tool to start caring for your wellbeing
in a brand-new way.
Genre: Genre: handbook, recipes,
detox, cooking, lifestyle
Territory: world
Price: 16,00€
Pages: 208 (including a 32-pages
photographic insert)
Size: 15x20,5 cm - 6x8 inches
Format: paperback with flaps
ISBN-13: 978 88 7224 133 2

Selling points
^ The book features more than 50 recipes, divided into seasonal menus and an evergreen one. They are easy to make
but delicious and well balanced, and they can be useful for the
whole family. Some of the recipes are also pictured in the photo insert included in the book.

^ Lists of foods divided by season allow the reader to know
what nature is offering at that moment of the year and to have
fun combining nutrients and tastes.

^ Each chapter ends with a journaling session, inviting the
reader to listen to their body and annotate feelings and impressions.
Author biography
Veronica Pacella is a biologist, nutritionist, herbalist, and life coach. Through
counseling, conferences, courses, and her blog, she promotes an integrated approach to wellbeing that is both physical and mental. She is among the top experts on juicing in Italy and she has worked with Depuravita, the first Italian startup
of the juicing world.
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The 32-pages
photographic
insert shows
the most beautiful
and delicious recipes!
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Chiara Grasso and Christian Lenzi

TRAVEL GREEN!

Practical Guide to Safe Eco-tourism
Keynote
How do you travel in a post-covid world? And can you do it
with an eye towards nature and local animals and populations? All you need to know is in this guide, the perfect tool
to start exploring again with new eyes and a new mindset.
Description

Genre: handbook, travel guide, lifestyle,
eco-sustainability
Territory: world
Price: 16.00€
Pages: 208
Size: 15x20,5 cm - 6x8 inches
Format: paperback with flaps
ISBN-13: 978 88 7224 083 0

With its countless tips and tricks, Travel Green! is the tool you need
to change your way of planning, enjoying and remembering a trip.
Its two sections focus on pre-departure arrangements and do’s and
don’ts while on the road and they’re filled with expertise and practical suggestions.
From picking the right accommodation to choosing how to get to
the desired location, from fun activities to best practices to respect
nature and animals, this handbook allows you to become a true green traveler!

Selling points

^ The book features two different but fundamental perspectives

on traveling in 2021: respect for natural habitats and local populations and species, and safety regarding anti-covid measures.

^ Dozens of handy tips on how to live the greenest travel experience don’t leave out any aspect, covering every moment and
possible situation or accident.

^ The book suggests 10 itineraries suitable for singles, couples,
families, groups and the elderly, both in Italy and Europe.

Authors biography
Chiara Grasso and Christian Lenzi are a couple in life and writing,
and they share the same passion for travelling, for nature and for
animals. Together, they founded eticoscienza, an association for
ethical ethology, reference point in the field of zooanthropology and
eco-tourism. They are also both ted speakers.
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Luciana Baroni

THE VEG PLATE SERIES, THE BOOKS THAT MAKE YOU
AND YOUR FAMILY EAT BETTER AND FEEL BETTER

Over 20,000
copies sold
in Italy!

Keynote
A plant-based diet is good for our bodies from pregnancy to an elderly age, benefits are objective and
worth finding out. These books offer a broad approach to the subject, clear guidelines and practical suggestions to start with your new healthy lifestyle now.
Selling points
^ These books provide help and suggestions on how to start a plant-based diet no matter what stage
of life the reader is living in: there is one for each phase, from pregnancy and weaning to elderly age.

^ The scientific and medical approach to the subject, with complete facts, data, charts and nutritional values, makes tips reliable; easy menu suggestions help to put everything into practice and start new habits.

THE VEG PLATE
The New Vegetarian Diet for Everyone
A modern nutrition guide for vegetarians, that helps to choose diets that follow the latest
national and international Dietary guidelines with a broad spectrum of suggestions. It is
divided into three parts: the concept of nutritional adequacy in a plant-based diet and the
tight interrelation between nutrition and health; the different foods and nutritional groups,
as well as practical information about the setting up of an ideal plant-based diet and healthy
lifestyle; weekly menus, simple and tasty, to start following.
Genre: handbook - Territory: world - Price: 18.00€ - Pages: 216
Size: 13x21 cm - 5x10 inches - Format: Soft cover with flaps
ISBN-13: 978 88 7106 843

9 788871 068435

THE VEG JUNIOR PLATE (0-18)
Parents are led by the hand to discover the principles of a healthy and balanced plant-based
diet for their children. But paediatricians and everyone who is professionally involved in the
physical development of kids can also benefit from guidelines and recommendations.
A rigorous but clear style is interspersed by nutritional tables, graphs and schedules and
completed by easy-to-follow ideal menus.
Genre: handbook - Territory: world - Price: 16.00€ - Pages: 144
Size: 13x21 cm - 5x8 inches - Format: softcover with flaps
ISBN-13: 978 88 7106 808 4
9 788871 068084
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THE VEG MUMMY PLATE
The ultimate guide to a vegetarian diet, for the mother and her baby, from the moment of
conception until one year after birth. Every pregnant woman will be able to understand the
different biophysical mechanisms involved in different phases of pregnancy, how her body
will develop and what she needs to do to take care of her and her baby.
Genre: handbook - Territory: world - Price: 18.00€ - Pages: 288
Size: 13x21 cm - 5x10 inches - Format: Soft cover with flaps
ISBN-13: 978 88 7106 766 7

THE VEG PLATE 50+
Being older than 50 shouldn’t keep you from feeling healthy and living well a new phase of
your life. Following the right diet can help you stay in shape, deal with menopause, osteoporosis, arthritis symptoms and many other problems. This guide provides all the tips
you need to start and suggests a well planned and low-fat plant-based diet, that includes
foods from every food group.
Genre: handbook - Territory: world - Price: 16.00€ - Pages: 160
Size: 13x21 cm - 5x8 inches - Format: softcover with flaps
ISBN-13: 978 88 7106 889 3

9 788871 068893

Author biography
Luciana Baroni is a surgeon specialized in Neurology, Geriatrics and Gerontology, with an international Master’s degree in Nutrition and Dietetics. She is founder and director of the Vegetarian Nutrition Scientific Association (Ssnv) and has published
many articles on nutrition and lifestyle.
With Sonda, she has also published Being on a Diet with the Italian Vegan Cuisine (2012) and she edited the Italian version of
Power Foods for the Brain and Dr. Neal Barnard’s Program for Reversing Diabetes by Dr. Neal Barnard.

Press review
«A good book that shouldn’t be missing from natural diets’ enthusiasts». - Umberto Veronesi, oncologist and director of the European Institute of Oncology
«It is important to know characteristics and effects a of the right kind of diet as early as possible: if you haven’t
done it before, do it now that you have a baby to grow». - Vesanto Melina, nutritionist
«A nutritionist, a dietist, a gynecologist and a cook fill the void still present in this phase of life for vegetarians». - Gambero
Rosso
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Giovanni Dall’Orto, illustrated by Massimo Basili

RAINBOW ITALY

Places, characters and historical-cultural itineraries LGBT
Keynote
History doesn’t speak through dates and names, but through
people. And to get to know them, you need to go where their
footprint was left. A unique voyage through another Italy in
the first LGBT guide.
Description
From Turin and Milan to Venice, Florence and Rome: Rainbow
Italy is the perfect guide for tourists who are willing to have
a different experience of these cities, but also a great book
for those who want to learn and discover without leaving their
home. Detailed suggested itineraries featuring important personalities of the past belonging to the LGBT community, quotes, interesting facts, valuable pictures and beautiful illustrations make up a one of a kind must-read.
Selling points
^ The first LGBT guide that takes you by the hand and leads
you down unconventional paths through Italian cities.

Genre: tourist guide
Territory: world
Price: 19.90€
Pages: 240
coloured,
with more than 100 images
Size: 14x21 cm - 5.5x8 inches
Format: hardcover
ISBN-13: 978 88 7224 092 2

^ Pictures constitute a visual frame to the narration and,
where no evidence has survived time, Basili’s pop illustrations
make up for it and recreate the atmosphere of the events.

^ It can be used as a tourist guide to physically experience

the itineraries or as a historical and cultural handbook, to learn
about LGBT personalities of the past and see places under a
new original light.
Authors biographies
Giovanni Dall’Orto, besides being an historian and a journalist, is an activist for the
LGBT liberation movement. He has been studying history and art in LGBT terms for
years, his most detailed work on the subject is Another History. Homosexuality
from Ancient Times to Post World War II (2015). He cooperates with Wikipedia on
Wikipink, the gay encyclopedia. With Sonda he has published Mum, Dad: I’ve Got
Something to Tell You (2012).
Massimo Basili is illustrator for cinema and comics. Working between Milan and
Seoul, he illustrated series like Corto Maltese and Coccobill and writes about comics and gay culture on magazines like Left, Pride and Fumo di China. He manages
the Fumetti Fuori! project on the history of LGBT comics in Italy.
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«The first Italian historical
LGBT guide, a palpitant collection of homosexual characters, places and stories,
from the antiquity until now,
made through the museums
and the monuments of five
big cities».
La Repubblica
«Rainbow Italy is a wonderful book, and I think it’s
a very useful guide also for
the heterosexuals, because we all know that LGBTQ
people always find first the
most interesting, pleasant
and historically valuable
places! A beautiful reading».
Alessandro Cecchi Paone,
journalist, TV host and
science communicator
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Sara Turetta

DOGS, MY LIFE
Keynote
«Dogs never forget the ones who saved them» and the opposite might also be true, at least for Sara, founder of the
Italian association Save the Dogs and Other Animals Italia,
that helps hundreds of dogs survive and find a home.
This is her story.
Description
Sara has everything she wanted: a career in advertising, a loving husband, a close family. But as soon as she hears about mass killings
of stray dogs in Romania, she has to do something.
Leaving everything behind, she sets off for Cernavoda, where she
starts fighting corruption and poverty and helping animals in critical
conditions. Dogs, My Life is Sara’s raw and heartbreaking journey
through the remains of Romanian dictatorship, the recollection of
different encounters with dogs and people showing her the final
destination is always hope.

Selling points

Genre: memoir, animals
Territory: world

^ First-person narration and an intimate style let the reader
empathize with the author and her experiences.

Price: 18.00€
Pages: 208 with a 4-pages color insert
Size: 13x21 cm - 5x8.2 inches
Format: hardcover
ISBN-13: 978 88 7224 114 1

^

Sara’s reportage gives also important information about the
dynamics of the Romanian government and the conditions of the
country in the early 2000s, a topic not debated in many books.

^

True stories of rescued dogs enrich her story here and there,
giving names and describing personalities of the real protagonists,
making-up a sort of photo album of Sara’s encounters.

Press review
«A book about the abyss of the human soul, a Dostoyevskian portrait
of what fortitude means».
Susanna Tamaro

Author’s biography
Sara Turetta is a key figure in international activism for animal rights, awarded national and international recognition and appointed Knight of the Order
of the Star of Italy in 2012 by the President of the Republic.
Founder of Save the Dogs and Other Animals Italia since 2005, she takes
part in TV and radio programs and gives conferences in the whole world.
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Luca Toselli

DISTANCE LEARNING

It Works, If You Know How to Do It
Keynote
During the recent Covid-19 emergency, Italy’s school system
(but not only) was put to the test and asked to reshape some
of its dynamics and mechanisms. Now we can consider distance learning an opportunity that will make us go further.
Description
Distance Learning is a complete guide to new practices, their pros

and cons, tips on how to have a better teaching experience and testimonies by teachers, students and parents. It focuses on crucial
themes like the role of privacy and the problem of homework and
grading, never forgetting different situations of special need.
Despite the inevitable lack of human contact, distant education has
noticeable benefits and proves that a blended education could be
the best natural evolution for our school system.

Genre: handbook, educational
Territory: world
Price: 16.00€
Pages: 176
Size: 13x21 cm - 5x8.2 inches
Format: paperback with wings
ISBN-13: 978 88 7224 115 8

Selling points

^ Examples of best practices for every subject allow teacher

to take reference and prove that anything can be taught from a
distance and a multidisciplinary experience is made easy.

^ The author, a teacher expert in distance learning, considers and
ponders its positive and negative aspects in order to formulate his
considerations and views.

^ Real testimonies help to put a theoretical approach into practice and give further evidence of the successful sides of distance
learning.

Author biography
Luca Toselli is a teacher, daily engaged in distance learning, but also a new
media researcher since the first e-learnings of the 90s. He has published
several books on multimedia and teaching and curated the video selection
for Turin’s National Museum of Cinema’s exhibition.
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Serena Autorino

THANK YOU, IT’S VINTAGE!

Wear(ing) the Past to Say Who You Are
Keynote
Second-hand is not just about shopping, it’s about creating
and expressing who we are; buying vintage is not just about
clothes, it’s about second chances.
Description
«Vintage» isn’t only a colloquialism commonly used to refer to
all old styles of clothing: it’s a lifestyle. Vintage shopping is
slowly becoming part of our daily life more and more. You might feel like you need a guide to this complicated but beautiful
world: Thank You, It’s Vintage! is the perfect handbook to do
so. It covers every area of secondhand shopping, from its history to its practical applications, providing an essential tool
for those who want to look back on the past and use it to build
a sustainable and original present.
Genre: handbook, guide, fashion,
lifestyle
Territory: world
Price: 18.00€
Pages: 224, with b/w illustrations
Size: 13x21 cm - 5x8.2 inches
Format: paperback with flaps
ISBN-13: 978 88 7224 153 0

Selling points
^ This book combines a theoretical approach - with a deep
dive into the history of vintage and different important names of fashion - with a practical one. Tips and guidelines help
you navigate the secondhand world to find good deals that fit
perfectly.

^ Two «Mini guides» chapters are dedicated to the world

of vintage jeans and to tips on how to care for vintage items
once you bought them.

^ Whole sections are dedicated to different decades and
the styles that were «in», through which you can find inspiration and build a unique style without excesses and being
sustainable.
Author biography
Serena Autorino, is a blogger, content creator, social media manager and digital
PR with a great passion for all things vintage. Through her blog, The Peter Pan
Collar, she shares experiences and tips about fashion, beauty and travel and leads
her followers and readers in the search for that unique piece that will make their
heart skip a beat.
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Stylish illustrations
accompany
this incredible journey
in the vintage world.
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Francesca Senette

THE LITTLE BOOK OF YOGA
Keynote
The union between mind and body and the balance between
soul and spirit are the ultimate goals of yoga.
A guide for everyone, inviting those who are interested to try
it and clearing doubts for those who already practice it.
Description
Ten fundamental words to build a solid knowledge of yoga and its
roots: The Little Book of Yoga is a small precious dictionary that
clearly explains a famous and fashionable discipline not many know
in depth. Starting from its name to the word namaste, via om and
chakra, the explanation of different positions and breathing techniques satisfies anyone, beginners and enthusiasts, letting every
reader become immersed in this amazing ancient discipline.

Selling points

^ The dictionary form makes the reading clear and approachable for

Size: 13x21 cm - 5x8.2 inches

anyone and divides it in 10 micro-chapters.
^ The clarity and the freshness of the style and the exhaustiveness of the explanation make the book a suitable read for different
levels of knowledge on the topic, clarifying doubts and making interesting points.
^ The attention for detail and the cure of the edition make this
book a nice gift for oneself or for others.

Format: hardcover with soft touch
and golden lamination

Press review

Genre: handbook
Territory: world
Price: 14.00€
Pages: 120

ISBN-13: 978 88 7224 084 7

«A short handy book, a bridge between those who already started their
journey towards awareness and those who are simply fascinated by
such a popular discipline, but don’t know where to start».
Donna Moderna

Author biography
Francesca Senette is a professional journalist deeply in love with wellness and
healthy and eco-friendly lifestyles. She studies and teaches hatha, pranayama and
nidra yoga. Tv anchorwoman for years, she has written articles and books, hosted
shows, conferences and events, and she is often guest on Tv programs, speaking
about yoga and health. With more than 45k followers on Instagram, she is a real
wellness influencer and loves to share her daily healthy life.
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Walter Orioli

STEP BY STEP

Why Walking Helps Us Think and Live Better
Keynote
Walking is an activity we often undervalue and underestimate, thinking of it just as a way of getting from one place to
another. It’s time to reconsider it.
Description
How do you consciously walk? What’s the difference between
walking from home to the office and hiking surrounded by trees?
How do you process a trip after you’re back home, to be left with
new feelings and creative ideas? All these questions can find an
answer in Step by Step, the new guide to walking therapy by Walter
Orioli.
Because walking is not just physical: it involves feelings, thoughts
and senses, and it’s time we bring back its spiritual dimension to
have a better relationship with our body and the environment.

Genre: handbook, guide, lifestyle,
self-help
Territory: world
Price: 16.00€
Pages: 176
Size: 13x21 cm - 5x8.2 inches
Format: paperback with flaps
ISBN-13: 978 88 7224 143 1

Selling points

^ The book features 4 different itineraries as told through the eyes

and heart of the author: the Camino de Santiago, the Francigena
Way, the St. Francis Way and the Wayfarer Path.

^

Walking starts two different processes in our bodies: the
organism is in motion and the muscles are toned, at the same
time meditating comes easy and natural. This handbook helps you
re-think walking as a simultaneous process for mind and body.

^ The book suggests a three-steps approach to the experience
of walking: how to prepare the trip before you take it; how to enjoy
it to the fullest; and how to process the feelings that spring from
a walk and turn them into art.

Author biography
Walter Orioli is a psychologist and a drama teacher, but mostly
considers himself a wanderer. His love for walking and hiking started
when he was still in college, a time during which he wandered the
streets of Venice during the day and at night. Now, not a day goes by
without him setting off to explore. He also teaches walking therapy
classes, allowing people to be fully immersed in a natural environment.
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Domenico Barillà

THE HOUSE OF HENRIETTE
Keynote
As private as an existential novel and as fascinating as a
psychological thriller, this book is an extension of borders,
both exterior and interior. Connecting centuries, countries
and people, it shows how the life of a man is the sum of circumstances and coincidences.
Description
Late 60’s. The author’s autobiographical childhood gets entangled
with a mysterious little girl’s from the past. On a journey that begins from a cemetery in Sicily and embraces all Europe, The House
of Henriette is an overwhelming story of migration and the choices
that shape our life. It is the tale of invisible threads that connect
humans, the narration of how Henriette’s grandparents’ decision to
move to Southern Italy will somehow shape Domenico’s destiny and
the circumstances of his future life and work.

Genre: novel
Territory: world
Price: 19.00€
Pages: 192
Size: 13x21 cm - 5x8.2 inches
Format: hardcover with jacket

Selling points

^ The narration of the quest to find out more about Henriette and
her past engages the readers and keeps them tied to the page.

^ A smooth elegant style makes the reading enjoyable and intriguing, never leaving out the emotional side.

^ The author’s autobiographical plot gives the story credibility
and substance.

ISBN-13: 978 88 7224 077 9
Press review
«A historical, civic, political and anthropological reflection.
It overwhelmed us with commotion».
Huffington Post

Author biography
Domenico Barrilà is an adlerian analyst, author of successful essays and well-known
abroad. He also teaches seminaries and helds conferences, both for specialists
and lovers of the subject. The House of Henriette is his first novel, driven by the
same interest that moves his scientific effort.
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Angela Langone

THE (TRAGICOMIC)
DIARY OF A MOM
Keynote
It is a universal truth among modern parents: a baby changes
your whole world. But if you’re able to laugh at daily obstacles
and keep positive in front of small problems, it is a lot easier
(and fun) to be a mom.
Description
Francesca has everything she has ever dreamed of: an easy job, a
loving husband and good friends. Cherry on top, her newborn, Lucio.
She didn’t know life could get so messy and complicated and yet so
fun with a baby. Juggling among being constantly hungry, figuring
out strollers, choosing a name and getting everything ready, in The
(Tragicomic) Diary of a Mom she confronts change and has a new
challenge to face: finding herself again.

Selling points
Genre: novel
Territory: world
Price: 14.00€
Pages: 160
Size: 15x21 cm - 5.9x8.2 inches
Format: paperback with flaps

^ The extremely ironic and fresh style makes it easy for the reader
to feel connected to the protagonist and laugh, not at her but with
her. Jokes and shrewd comments (some even a bit cynical) make
this a light and easy reading.

^ An important challenge in today’s society, being a modern mom
can be hard. This book helps to dispel prejudice and show that it is
possible to build a new vision of parenthood.

ISBN-13: 978 88 7224 036 6
Press review
«It’s a book that will make you smile (sometimes even laugh at the
irony), but also empathize with Francesca, the protagonist, and her
misfortunes, and in the end it will make you reflect, because perfect
moms (and dads) of social media don’t really exist».
Gioia

Author biography
Angela Langone lives with her husband and her son Leo in Saronno, Northern Italy.
After a degree in Foreign Languages and Literatures, she worked in Austria, Germany and Scotland, and then in Italy as editor and translator. Now, she works in
the digital communication field and she is in charge of the online magazine viviconstile.it. With Sonda she has published Lucani (2010).
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Leonardo Caffo

THE INNER WOOD

Life and Philosophy with H.D. Thoreau
Keynote
How can we live a life that is untamed by society and others?
The connection with nature could become the foundation on
which to rebuild ourselves and a better life.
Description
A certain fascination for nature has always drawn people to adventurous stories like Into the wild by J. Krakauer and Wild by C.
Strayed, suggesting that the natural world might be the solution to
many modern issues. Not many know that behind these choices is
the philosophy of the American thinker H.D. Thoreau; The Inner Wood
shows us how important his teaching is, even and especially today.

Selling points

^ Caffo faces modern important issues in our society (like the
Genre: nonfiction, philosophy,
environment
Territory: world
Price: 12.00€
Pages: 112
Size: 13x21 cm - 5x8.2 inches

debate on Gmo and the role of intellectuals), amplifying a still relevant and useful approach, making it accessible for all.

^ The book presents a complete and competent analysis of

Thoreau’s life and his approach, allowing readers to discover more
about the philosopher and to be engaged in his personal choices
and story.

^

The reading results in drawing the reader closer to nature and
to an urge for interior growth and well-being.

Format: paperback with flaps
ISBN-13: 978 88 7106 767 4

Press review
«This book succeeds in making us critically rethink the whole landscape we get to inhabit and it is effective in the will to remind us how responsible we are in the materialistic construction of this landscape».
Il Manifesto

Author’s biography
Leonardo Caffo is one of the youngest and most promising Italian philosophers and a committed animalist activist. He is a researcher for the Laboratory of Ontology at the University of Turin. Regular contributor for Corriere
della Sera (La Lettura) and co-director of the magazine Animot: the Other
Philosophy, his works have been published in the Uk and the Us.
With Sonda he has published The Pig Does Not Make the Revolution (2012).
You can visit his website at www.leonardocaffo.org
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Cinzia Mammoliti

THE BOOKS THAT HELP US
FROM THE PSYCHOLOGICAL VIOLENCE
These books, written by the criminologist Cinzia Mammoliti, provide all the tools a potential victim needs in order to recognize manipulation and fight back, to never be humiliated and played again. They are
fundamental reads for anyone tired of suffering and willing to do something.
Selling points
^ Violence is a common social problem, many readers will be able to relate to it or will find the tools
useful to defend themselves from some kind of future manipulation.

^ Cinzia Mammoliti is well-known in the field and respected for her knowledge of the subject and the

clarity of her style. Through real testimonies and accounts, she is able to make the reader live the victim’s experience.

^ Clear explanations and tips provide useful tools for the reader against manipulation techniques, while
testimonies and stories help them relate to and concretize the experience.
THE SOUL SERIAL KILLERS
Psychologic violence can affect anyone, but too often the victim is to be found among
women, and their partners are the ones manipulating them. Weakened and subjected,
women often feel unable to defend themselves and report abusive behavior. The Soul
Serial Killers is both a tool and a weapon: it helps to learn and watch out for warning
signs and empowers women to act and take back their life.
Genre: handbook - Territory: world - Price: 12.50€ - Pages: 144
Size: 13x21 cm - 5x8 inches - Format: softcover with flaps
ISBN-13: 978 887106 688 2

THE AFFECTIVE MANIPULATOR AND HIS MASKS
There are ten types of emotional manipulators, all aiming at psychological and physical violence on their partners. To recognize them is to know how to fight them.
The Affective Manipulator and His Masks is an important read against femicide and a
concrete tool against any kind of domestic violence: a complete analysis enriched by
testimonies and clear guidelines to recognize red flags.
Genre: handbook - Territory: world - Price: 12.50€ - Pages: 136
Size: 13x21 cm - 5x8 inches - Format: softcover with flaps
ISBN-13: 978 88 7106 723 0
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IN THE TRAP OF A PSYCOPATH
Francesca’s story is the story of many: a wrong kind of love
that feels right because it comes from someone able to play
with words and actions. Raw and honest, the victim’s recollection of her emotional manipulation covers a little more than
a year. Inspired by a true testimony, In the Trap of a Psychopath
is a diary that should be read as a novel, but remembered as
the real story that lives behind the words.
Genre: novel (diary)
Territory: world
Price: 15.00€
Pages: 128
Size: 13X21 cm - 5x10 inches
Format: hardcover with jacket
ISBN-13: 978 88 7224 003 8

THE WORDS THAT SAVE US
Composed by guidelines, lists, facts and real stories about manipulative communication, The Words That Save Us is the most
detailed and clear handbook on the subject. It helps the reader
see through others’ words and actions, to recognize manipulation in different situations and to fight back, with a simple
language and clear examples many will be able to relate to.
Genre: handbook
Territory: world
Price: 14.00€
Pages: 144
Size: 13x21 cm - 5x8.2 inches
Format: paperback with flaps
ISBN-13: 978 88 7224 085 4

Press review
«Cinzia Mammoliti explains how to
recognize the likely victims of feminicide before it’s too late».
Panorama
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Author biography
Cinzia Mammoliti is a criminologist specialized in relational manipulation and
psychologic and domestic violence. Among leading experts on the matter, for more
than twenty years she has helped thousands of victims to free themselves from
any kind of manipulation and brainwash through formation, research, counseling
and her books. Visit her website www.cinziamammoliti.it
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Francesco De Giorgio, Valentina Muriello & Ester Corvi
Illustrated by Giorgio Sommacal

BILINGUAL DICTIONARY
ITALIAN/HORSE - HORSE/ITALIAN
Keynote
Faithful companions of men since ancient times, horses have
too often been exploited and abused. This guide provides a
comprehensive knowledge of the animal, the habits and its
relationship with human beings, to make it a respectful and
harmonic one.
Description

Genre: dictionary/encyclopedia, animalism
Territory: world
Price: 14.90€
Pages: 424
Size: 14x21 cm - 5,5x8 inches
Format: hardcover
ISBN-13: 978 88 7224 062 5

Divided in three parts, communication from humans to horses, from
horses to humans and among horses, the dictionary answers questions and clears doubts on how to have a good relationship with
these animals and ensure their well-being. With 160 key-words,
from training to riding, from intelligence to rearing, from halfbreeds
to gallop, this book is the perfect tool to become fluent in horse
language.

Selling points

^ The practical format and the distinction in three areas allow the

reader to quickly browse through the dictionary and look for any kind
of information.

^ Cartoons make the reading light and enjoyable, ironically illustrating real behaviors and practices.

Press review
«The perfect dictionary to know what our friend is saying, to effectively
communicate with him and to understand what his behavior means».
Focus Wild

Authors biographies
Francesco De Giorgio is an ethologist who has worked as a coach and specialist
in therelationship between humans and horses. Firm believer in an anthrozoological approach to horse-riding, he has created EquinSensExperience (Ese), an
association both present in Italy and abroad.
Valentina Mauriello is a veterinarian who has always loved horses and horse-riding. She has worked in Italy and in Ireland and has joined the Ese movement for
an anthrozoological relationship between horses and humans.
Ester Corvi is a journalist with a great passion for animals and travelling.
Giorgio Sommacal is an illustrator and cartoonist, best known for Kattivik.
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